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Abstract

Mapping problem-space features into solution-space features is a fundamental configuration problem in software product line engineering. A configuration problem is defined as generating the most optimal combination of software features given a requirements specification and given a set of configuration rules. Current approaches however provide little support for expressing complex configuration rules between problem and solution space that support incomplete requirements specifications. In this paper, we propose an approach to model complex configuration rules based on a generalization of the concept of problem-solution feature interactions. These are interactions between solution-space features that only arise in specific problem contexts. The use of an existing tool to support our approach is also discussed: we use the DLV answer set solver to express a particular configuration problem as a logic program whose answer set corresponds to the optimal combinations of solution-space features. We motivate and illustrate our approach with a case study in the field of managing dynamic adaptations of solution-space features. We motivate and illustrate our approach with a case study in the field of managing dynamic adaptations in distributed software, where the goal is to generate an optimal protocol for accommodating a given adaptation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed Applications; D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architectures

General Terms Algorithms, design, performance, reliability

Keywords Software product line engineering, configuration knowledge, problem-solution feature interactions, default logic, DLV, distributed runtime adaptation

1. Introduction

Mapping problem-space features into solution-space features is a fundamental configuration problem in software product-line engineering (SPLE) [16]. In SPLE [36], product configuration [11] often boils down to selecting the required features and subsequently instantiating a software product from a set of implementation artefacts based on configuration knowledge [15]. In other words, a configuration problem is defined as generating the most optimal combination of software features given a requirements specification and given a set of configuration rules. Current approaches however provide little support for complex mappings that support incomplete requirements specifications. A detailed account of these approaches is provided in Section 6. The need for more complex mappings such as support for n-ary configuration rules that support tolerating incomplete requirements specifications is motivated in Section 2.

In this paper, we propose an approach to model complex configuration rules based on a generalization of the concept of problem-solution feature interactions [42]. These are interactions between solution-space features that only arise in specific problem contexts. In order to precisely specify the interaction between the software features, we need to take into account specific properties of the problem domain.

Our proposed approach is based on four key principles. First of all, we separate the software system description into (1) a requirements specification, (2) solution-space features and (3) problem-solution feature interactions. Secondly, we use feature models [23] to model both the requirements specification and the solution-space features. The first feature model represents the different requirements and characteristics that are relevant for a particular end product, the second feature model represents the different key design decisions that can be applied to instantiate the resulting software. Thirdly, the problem-solution feature interactions serve as an intermediate step to map the requirements specification to the solution-space artefacts. Fourthly, we use default logic [39] to model and reason about problem-solution feature interactions. As a result, the approach supports reasoning about complex mappings from problem-space to solution-space features.

The main contribution of the paper is an approach that combines the concepts of configuration knowledge and feature interaction, and the provisioning of automated support for applying that approach in complex mappings. We therefore discuss the use of an existing tool to support our approach: the DLV [30, 1] answer set solver is used to express a particular configuration problem as a logic program whose answer set corresponds to the optimal combinations of solution-space features.

We motivate and illustrate our approach with a case study in the field of distributed runtime adaptation where the goal is to generate an optimal adaptation protocol for a given adaptation request. Distributed runtime adaptation is the problem of adapting a distributed system at runtime in a safe and coordinated way. More concretely, it concerns binding or unbinding multiple interdependent components [48] with a distributed application at runtime while preserving global state consistency [33]. Consider for instance the addition or removal of a fragmentation service in a messaging application [51] that consists of a fragmenting component at the client side that fragments large messages that exceed a certain threshold and a re-
assembling component at the server side which reassembles these messages again. Mainly as a consequence of the interdependence between these components, these must be added or removed together in an atomic fashion without causing message omissions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the running example we use throughout the remainder of the paper, motivates the need for complex mappings in configuration knowledge and sets the scope for our work. Section 3 then makes the case for problem-solution feature interactions as configuration knowledge and default logic as a conceptual frame. Section 4 discusses our approach. Subsequently, we apply the approach to our case study in Section 5. Finally, related work is discussed in Section 6 and we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Background

This section introduces DyReS as a case study, positions our work in a software product line context and motivates the need for complex mappings as part of the configuration knowledge.

2.1 DyReS

DyReS\(^1\) is an adaptation support system that we have developed [51] based on the vision and principles of the NeCoMan middleware [21]. Currently, DyReS extends two industrially-used middlewares (Spring and JBoss) with runtime support for implementing distributed adaptations of a client-server based application in a coordinated and safe way. DyReS enables the developer to implement a distributed runtime adaptation in a coordinated way executing an adaptation protocol between the nodes involved in the adaptation. An adaptation protocol typically consists of a sequence of four reconfiguration tasks: installation (installing new components), finishing (bringing old components to a safe state), activation (unbinding any old and binding any new components) and removal (removing old components). Each reconfiguration task is structured as a sequence of one or more reconfiguration actions for creating/removing, binding/unbinding, starting/stoping, interrupting/resuming components or imposing a safe state on them.

The main idea behind DyReS is as follows. A client-server application typically exhibits a number of application-specific characteristics and desires some specific requirements with respect to how the adaptation protocol should coordinate the adaptation. The design of DyReS consists of a generic adaptation protocol, that works in all cases, and a set of optional customization strategies that optimize the generic adaptation protocol for a specific application based on the application-specific characteristics and requirements. Generally, an adaptation protocol that is customized towards an application its requirements and characteristics can perform more efficiently (cfr. also [20, 51]).

Application-specific requirements are quality requirements of importance, such as responsiveness, availability and reliability of the distributed application. For example, when the responsiveness of the application may not be affected by the adaptation, a temporary service disruption can not be tolerated. Obviously, these quality requirements have an influence on what will be the most optimal configuration of solution-space features.

Application-specific characteristics are an equally important part of the description of the problem space, since the application and its components may have specific characteristics that can be exploited to further optimize the resulting configuration of the adaptation protocol, or, on the contrary, forbid certain optimizations. A stateless session model of the distributed application is an example characteristic that can allow for a customization strategy of executing different reconfiguration tasks in parallel [21]. Such a customization strategy results in less service disruption and therefore satisfies the responsiveness requirement better.

In general, a customization strategy can concern different matters: composition order, alternative implementation components, sequence of execution, configuring complex components the right way, etc. In our work, we model customization strategies as incremental refinements of the generic adaptation protocol. Their implementation into reusable implementation components can be done using aspect-oriented programming [51].

2.2 Software product line engineering

In our work, we aim to develop a feature-based software product line for the design of a family of adaptation protocols as depicted in Figure 1. A specification of an adaptation protocol by a human reconfigurator is in the DyReS product line a configuration file that is directly parsed into a customized adaptation support system. A feature can be defined as a characteristic of a system that is visible to the end-user [23] or as a distinguishable characteristic that is relevant to some stakeholder [15]. Our domain analysis has resulted in a set of application-specific requirements and characteristics, i.e. problem-space features. The domain design consists of a generic adaptation protocol in combination with customization strategies, i.e. solution-space features.

We use feature models [23] to model both these problem-space and solution-space features. A feature model represents the common and variable features of a family of systems in a specific domain and the relationships between them. Features can be related hierarchically through an and/or relationship in combination with cardinality constraints to represent alternative or optional features. Crosscutting the hierarchy, features can require or exclude other features too. Although our approach does not prescribe a certain syntax to be used, we use trees\(^2\).

Separating problem and solution space is an important trend in SPL, e.g. the work in [32] enables the separation of concerns between product line and software variability. Software variability refers to the “ability of a software system or artefact to be efficiently extended, changed, customized or configured for use in a particular context” [47]. Product line variability [36, 24] is specific to SPL and describes the variation between the systems that belong to a product line in terms of properties and qualities, like features that are provided or requirements that are fulfilled. For the family of adaptation protocols in DyReS, product line variability is defined by the application-specific requirements and characteristics, while customization strategies describe the software variability.

The rest of this paper will focus on the configuration problem that is indicated by the dashed rectangle in Figure 1. If we consider the requirements and characteristics of a specific application as problem-space features and the customization strategies as solution-space features, our configuration problem boils down to generating the most optimal adaptation protocol given a requirements specification of the requirements and characteristics of the particular application.

2.3 Complex mappings

To handle the configuration problem, we adopt a generative programming (GP) view. GP is a software engineering paradigm based on modeling software system families such that, given a particular requirements specification, a highly customized and optimized intermediate or end product can be automatically manufactured on demand from elementary, reusable implementation components by means of configuration knowledge [15].

\(^1\)DyReS stands for Dynamic Reconfiguration Support. Source code and contact information are available at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/~distrinet/projects/DyReS.

\(^2\)More specifically, we use single-rooted directed acyclic graphs as defined in [44].
Figure 1. SPLE for the design of adaptation protocols. An oval is used to model an activity, a rectangle represents an artefact in DyReS.

Figure 2. Elements of configuration knowledge. [15]

Figure 2 shows the different elements of configuration knowledge. As one can see, this involves illegal feature combinations in the problem or solution space, default settings, default dependencies, construction rules and optimizations. This paper is mostly concerned with the problem of (i) modeling and reasoning over construction rules while respecting feature interactions and (ii) enabling optimization while supporting defaults in the case of incomplete requirements specifications.

In our case study, configuration knowledge hence needs to support mapping a requirements specification into a correctly configured end product. Furthermore, the configuration knowledge needs to relate the requirements and characteristics of the application under reconfiguration to the most optimal set of customization strategies that can be applied to the generic adaptation protocol.

This configuration knowledge becomes quite complex in DyReS. First of all, the choice for a solution-space feature can depend on different elements from both the problem and solution space [42]. Therefore, simple one-to-one mappings do not suffice to specify complex construction rules in which the selection of a solution-space feature depends on both problem-space and solution-space features. On the contrary, we need more complex, n-ary mapping mechanisms. Secondly, incompleteness of requirements specifications [38, 43] is an important problem in DyReS. Often human reconfigurators, who are in charge of maintaining and evolving a running application, may not be able to precisely know how to instantiate the problem-space feature model of DyReS into a precise requirements specification. This is for example the case when they are not familiar with the notions involved or do not have access to the source code. Even simple one-to-one mappings from a problem-space to a solution-space feature possibly don’t work if the knowledge about the problem-space feature is incomplete or non-existing to begin with. In Section 3.2, we present a concrete example of such a complex, n-ary mapping that may suffer from an incomplete requirements specification.

Hence, the proposed approach needs to offer a means for expressing complex, n-ary relationships between features that cross the problem and solution space and provides a means to handle potentially incomplete requirements specifications.

3. Feature interactions

This section motivates our approach and illustrates our point of view that complex configuration rules can be seen as an extension of the feature interaction problem. We elaborate on our rationale incrementally. First, we summarize the more traditional view on modeling and reasoning about feature interactions. Secondly, we present a concrete complex mapping between the problem and solution space in DyReS and show that this mapping can be seen as a problem-solution feature interaction. Thirdly, we define this concept and integrate it with default logic to be able to generate the most optimal adaptation protocol while using defaults in the presence of incomplete requirements specifications.

3.1 Traditional view

In our approach, we propose to extend the established feature interaction framework with problem-solution feature interactions and use this as the conceptual basis for modeling complex configuration knowledge. A feature interaction traditionally is defined as the situation where two features that work correctly in isolation (when composed with the base system) do not work correctly any longer when they are combined together and composed with the same base system [26, 12]. In other words, a feature interaction is some way in which a feature modifies or influences another feature in defining overall system behavior (taken from [55]). Note that this definition allows for both positive and negative interactions. Because interactions often are implicit in feature composition, they are difficult to understand. Therefore, a sound logic for modeling and reasoning about feature interactions is necessary, e.g. for finding a correct combination of features as in [8].
3.2 Complex mappings

We now present an example of a complex mapping that involves two solution-space features and one problem-space feature relevant in our case study that has been introduced in Section 2.1. For the sake of completeness, note that the mapping described below is only valid in the context of a replacement adaptation, but we make abstraction of this in the paper.

- **Finish before activate** This solution-space feature represents the customization strategy of executing the finishing and activation reconfiguration tasks in sequence, i.e. finishing any old components before new components become activated. As described in [42], the downside of this solution is that service disruption may occur (cfr. [51]) due to driving involved components to a quiescent or frozen state.

- **State synchronization** This solution-space feature represents another customization strategy that allows us to transfer execution state from the old to the new components.

- **Persistent** This problem-space feature is used to specify that execution state of one or more of the components involved in an adaptation is persistent (surviving more than one client request). This is the opposite of transient state.

Informally, the mapping between these three features needs to behave as follows. When finish before activate becomes selected, components are brought to a state where processing of all remaining client requests has completed. Therefore, all transient state (related to processing a single client request) is gone. Persistent state however survives execution of multiple client requests and may need to be transferred to new components. However, many client-server applications currently operate under a stateless session model where persistent state is not maintained in server components. Under these circumstances, an optimal adaptation protocol thus does not include statesynchronization.

In other words, finish before activate depends on the state synchronization solution-space feature, but only in the specific problem context where the adaptation involves components that entail persistent state. Clearly, such knowledge is key to solving the configuration problem at hand and crosses both the problem and solution space. We experienced that specifying this kind of configuration knowledge precisely enough is far from trivial.

**Problem-solution feature interactions** Our approach proposes to use problem-solution feature interactions for expressing configuration knowledge consisting of complex, n-ary relationships between features that cross the problem and solution space. We define a problem-solution feature interaction as an interaction between two or more solution-space features that only arises based on one or more problem-space features. In order to manage problem-solution feature interactions, our approach enables modeling these interactions so we can enforce them (in case of positive interactions) or resolve them (in case of negative interactions).

Logic formulae already have been considered elsewhere as an appropriate means to model feature interactions. E.g. in [8], propositional formulae are used to model constraints where a feature requires or excludes another feature through the use of an implies relationship. Note that specifying the example interaction as a simple dependency between solution-space features only, e.g.

\[
\text{finish before activate} \rightarrow \text{state synchronization} \quad (1)
\]

is not good enough. More specifically, finish before activate only depends on state synchronization if the application has persistent state. Indeed, an application without persistent state would benefit from an optimized adaptation protocol that skips state synchronization. Therefore, we can specify the complex mapping as follows:

\[
\text{finish before activate} \land \text{persistent} \rightarrow \text{state synchronization} \quad (3)
\]

3.3 Default logic

We however argue that formula (3) is not sufficient either for our purposes as listed in Section 2.3. It perfectly captures the problem-solution feature interaction in the case where we know if the components involved in the adaptation contain persistent state or not. Unfortunately, it is only realistic to assume that the requirements specification can be incomplete [38, 43] or nothing might be known about the components containing persistent state or not. Under such circumstances, the configuration knowledge still should be able to generate a complete and correct configuration of solution-space features, although maybe less optimal: we take state synchronization just to be sure. Hence, we need to be able to rely on default information. As a consequence, classical logic formulae (as e.g. in formula (3)) indeed are not sufficient if we want to model complex mappings such as the one in Section 3.2. In the rest of this section, we discuss the use of default logic as a means to implement this kind of configuration knowledge and reason about feature interactions [41].

Default logic has been originally proposed by Reiter as a non-monotonic logic to formalize reasoning with default assumptions [39]. It allows making plausible conjectures when faced with incomplete information and draw conclusions based upon assumptions [5]. As an intuitive example of what can be expressed, consider the well-known principle of justice in our Western culture that, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, we assume that the accused is innocent. Next, we overview both the syntactic sugar and semantics (informally) of default logic by applying it to our example interaction from the previous section. We subsequently also discuss the relevance of using default logic to support our approach.

A default theory T is a pair \((W, D)\) consisting of a set \(W\) of logic formulae (background theory or facts of T) and a set \(D\) of default rules. The default rule explicitly representing our example interaction is presented below.

\[
\text{finish before activate} : \text{persistent} \rightarrow \text{state synchronization} \quad (4)
\]

According to formula (4), if we know that finish before activate is true and persistent can be assumed, we can conclude state synchronization. The three parts of a default rule are called the prerequisite \(\varphi\), justifications \(\psi_1, \ldots, \psi_n\) and conclusion \(\chi\) respectively. Hence, the general explanation of any default rule is given by “if we believe that prerequisite is true, and the justification is consistent with our current beliefs, we also believe the conclusion”. In other words, given a default \(\varphi : \psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots / \chi\), its informal meaning is: if \(\varphi\) is known, and if it is consistent to assume \(\psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots\), then conclude \(\chi\). It is consistent to assume \(\psi_i\) if the negation of \(\psi_i\) is not part of the background theory \(W\) [10]. At this point, it is important to realize that classical logic is not appropriate to model this situation. The problem with such a rule (cfr. (3)) is that we have to definitely establish if there is persistent state involved or not (basically because of the closed world assumption [18]). As a consequence, the state synchronization feature never would become selected if nothing is known about persistence.

The semantics of default logic typically is defined in terms of extensions. Intuitively, an extension seeks to extend \(W\) (back-
Discussion on the relevance of defaults for our approach. We now discuss our default rule (4) together with its meaning into more detail. Intuitively, the rule states that the state synchronization feature needs to be selected if the finish before activate feature is selected, unless there is no persistent state contained within one of the components involved in the adaptation. The default rule represents the following scenarios correctly.

- If the finish before activate solution-space feature becomes selected as a result of applying the configuration knowledge and nothing is known about persistent state, then the background theory W will include finish before activate as a fact and say nothing about persistence. Because of default rule (4), only extensions indicating to also select the state synchronization feature are valid ones. This is caused by finish before activate, the prerequisite, being true and the justification persistent being not inconsistent with what is currently known. Similarly, the same conclusion will be drawn if the persistent feature is selected as problem-space feature as part of the requirements specification.

- On the other hand, if the requirements specification indicates that components involved in the adaptation entail persistent state, W will include persistent. When there is no persistent state, W includes ¬persistent. If the latter is known, valid extensions will not include state synchronization because default rule (4) no longer can be applied. If the former is known, the default rule remains applicable.

This way, the specific problem context on which our example interaction depends is made explicit via the justifications in default rule (4). Hence, we were able to express that the finish before activate solution-space feature only requires the state synchronization solution-space feature when the persistent problem-space feature is selected as part of the requirements specification. More generally, this rule can be used to arrive at the most optimal combination of solution-space features, based on the specific problem context indicated by problem-space features.

Default rules are perfectly capable to express the more simple, intuitive binary interactions between two features: the justification part becomes true. Alternatively, default logic can be used in combination with classical logic rules, too. We refer the reader to Section 5 for concrete examples of such interactions.

4. Approach

This section summarizes our approach. Section 4.1 presents the high-level overview of the approach. Subsequently, Section 4.2 integrates the proposed approach with default logic. Finally, Section 4.3 discusses the use of DLV to support the approach.

4.1 Overview

A schematic overview highlighting the key artefacts of the proposed approach is depicted in Figure 3.

- Product line variability is modeled through a problem-space feature model. Features in this model express requirements and characteristics of a specific application.

- The instantiation of the problem-space feature model is a particular requirements specification.

- A solution-space feature model is used to model the software variability. Our solution-space features represent key design decisions that can be applied to instantiate the resulting software.

- The instantiation of the solution-space feature model models the optimal configuration of solution-space features. An optimal configuration of solution-space features satisfies the application-specific requirements and maximally exploits the characteristics of the application.

- Problem-solution feature interactions are used as a means to model the configuration knowledge. They enable us to map the problem-space features to an optimal configuration of solution-space features.

The proposed approach solves our configuration problem by enabling us to generate the most optimal instantiation of the solution-space feature model given a particular instantiation of the problem-space feature model and given a set of problem-solution feature interactions. We model and reason about the configuration knowledge by formalizing the problem-solution feature interactions in default logic.

4.2 Integration with default logic

Figure 3 also shows how each of the artefacts in our approach integrates with default logic. First of all, both the problem-space and solution-space feature model and feature interactions within these models can be represented in standard propositional or predicate logic, e.g. as proposed in [7] by Batory et al. Secondly, we use default rules to model problem-solution feature interactions, as explained in Section 3.3. The complete set of default rules gives us D. Next, we model the concrete instantiation of the problem-space feature model, i.e. a requirements specification, as our background theory W. Finally, the solution to our configuration problem, i.e. the optimal instantiation of our solution-space feature model, is given by the extension E of (W,D).

In our default rules, we distinguish between three predicates.

1. kdd(X) indicates a key design decision. The parameter matches with the name of the solution-space feature that expresses the concrete key design decision.

2. eq(X) defines an application-specific requirement. The parameter contains the name of the problem-space feature that matches with the concrete requirement.

3. char(X) models a characteristic of the application that can be exploited. The concrete characteristic that matches with the name of the corresponding problem-space feature is included as parameter.

Below, the abstract structure of a default rule is shown. Rule (5) generalizes over the example interaction from Section 2.1 and states that kdd(a) requires kdd(b) if we can assume char(k).

In rule (6), the justification part includes an assumption w.r.t. the application-specific requirements or its negation.

\[
\begin{align*}
kdd(a) & : \text{char}(k) \\
kdd(b) & \\
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

\[
\begin{align*}
kdd(a) & : \text{eq}(l) \\
kdd(b) & \\
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

To compute an extension E, given a background theory, W, and given a set of default rules, D, we adopt answer set programming (ASP) [31]. ASP is a powerful paradigm from the field of non-monotonic reasoning [18] in artificial intelligence. It is based on the stable model [35] semantics of logic programming. An answer set solver is a program for generating stable models or answer
sets. In essence, we use ASP to express a particular configuration problem as a logic program whose answer set corresponds to the optimal combinations of solution-space features. We declaratively specify what a solution to the configuration problem should look like and leave it for the answer set solver to try to find a solution that solves the problem. The results of this computation are called models: they are consistent explanations of the world (the resulting configuration of solution-space features) as far as the solver can derive it. By default, most solvers generate all possible answer models. However, if the logic program representing the configuration problem contains inconsistencies, there simply is no model.

### 4.3 Supporting our approach in DLV

Our approach uses the DLV [30, 1] answer set solver to compute correct and optimal solutions for our configuration problem. Our choice for DLV as a tool is based on its systemic support for answer set programming and its ability to express disjunctions (the logical or), negation as failure (indicated by not and in contrast with true negation, which is indicated by the ~ sign) and default rules. DLV is able to implement default rules because the deductive closure of an answer set for a logic program with negation as failure is a consistent extension for the default theory of that same program, and vice versa [31]. The equivalent implementations of default rules (5) and (6) in DLV are shown below to illustrate how this can be done.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kdd(b)} &: \text{kdd(a), not -char(k)}, \\
\text{kdd(b)} &: \text{kdd(a), not req(1)}. 
\end{align*}
\]

The prerequisite and the conclusion of the default rule become the body, respectively the head of the rule in DLV. The justification is negated by negation as failure and copied in the rest of the body. Intuitively, not -char(k) is true if we have no information on -char(k) or in other words when we can assume char(k), i.e. the first justification in default rule (5). Similar reasoning applies for believing the negation of req(1). Note that a default without justifications matches a rule without negation as failure and that a fact can be represented by a default rule with both the prerequisites and justifications being true.

In DLV, we accomplish our goal of generating an optimal configuration of solution-space features with facts (W) and rules (D): facts are the input data and rules can be used to derive one or more solutions of the configuration problem. We already pointed out that problem-solution feature interactions represent important configuration knowledge which maps problem-space into solution-space features. In summary, the rules in our logic program express relationships between solution-space features or relationships that cross the problem and solution space. Facts, on the contrary, designate which application-specific requirements and characteristics have to be taken into account for a particular configuration problem.

### 5. Case study

In this section, we provide further details on DyReS, our case study of distributed runtime adaptation. We start from the motivating example introduced in Section 2 and work through the generation of the most optimal configuration of software features. For the sake of understandability, bear in mind that the requirements specification modeled via problem-space features corresponds to the application-specific requirements and characteristics of the application under reconfiguration, while the solution-space features model key design decisions that represent different strategies for customizing the generic adaptation protocol.

#### 5.1 Expressing the application-specific requirements and characteristics

In DyReS, a feature model of 39 features is used to model both the requirements and characteristics of the application that will be adapted. A subset of this feature model is shown at the left of Figure 4 and distinguishes between three main dimensions: quality of service requirements, characteristics of the application itself and the components. A detailed description of this model already has been described elsewhere [42].

**Quality of service requirements** We consider responsiveness, availability and reliability to be the most relevant quality attributes as perceived by the end user during an adaptation. The service disruption tolerated, graceful service degradation tolerated and robustness features respectively concretize these requirements. An example instantiation of the problem-space feature model, i.e. a requirements specification in DLV looks as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{req(robustness)}, \\
\text{req(small)}. 
\end{align*}
\]

The robustness QoS feature demands from the adaptation protocol that client requests never will be rejected by the server. Furthermore, it is stated that a small service disruption is tolerated (e.g. when the application gets frozen in the course of driving components to a safe state). Clearly, these QoS requirements have an effect on how a distributed runtime adaptation should be performed. In order to know in which way an execution of a distributed adaptation affects the quality attributes of a particular application, the characteristics of the application must also be described.

**Characteristics of the application and its components** Characteristics that can be exploited to optimize a particular adaptation protocol are situated both on the level of the application itself and its components. An example description in DLV of component characteristics with an effect on the adaptation protocol is given below. It states that the adaptation involves an old component with persistent (cfr. our example) and externally dependent execution state. In addition, the component does not provide state transfer support on its own.
char(persistent).
char(externally_dependent).
-char(state_transfer_support).

5.2 Expressing the customization strategies

The different customization strategies are modeled via a second feature model of 31 features, of which a subset is depicted in Figure 4 at the right side. A detailed description of the complete diagram can be found in [42]. For now, it suffices to know that each customization strategy represents a key design decision on how to shape the concrete adaptation protocol. An important variability point of an adaptation protocol in DyReS relates to the order between finishing and activation. The downside of the generic protocol that finishes any old components before activating new ones (called finish before activate) is that service disruption may occur due to driving involved components to a quiescent or frozen state. By already activating new components before old ones are finished, we can benefit from a reduced service disruption. Note that this activate before finish customization strategy involves more than simply swapping the order in which DyReS executes the finishing and activation actions respectively [51]. We modeled this variability point as follows in DLV.

\[
\text{kdd(order_fin_act) :-}
\text{kdd(customization_strategies).}
\text{kdd(finish_before_activate) v -}
\text{kdd(order_fin_act).}
\text{-kdd(activate_before_finish) :-}
\text{kdd(finish_before_activate).}
\text{-kdd(finish_before_activate) :-}
\text{kdd(activate_before_finish).}
\]

It says that for a set of customization strategies, the order between finishing (fin) and activation (act) needs to be established. This order can be either finish before activate or activate before finish but not both. Obviously, other customization strategies can be represented in a similar fashion.

5.3 Expressing the configuration knowledge

Configuration knowledge in DyReS needs to enable us to generate a correct and the most optimal set of customization strategies given a description of the application-specific requirements and characteristics. We discuss multiple categories of configuration knowledge. First, we provide some extra examples of complex mappings in the DyReS case study. Subsequently, we discuss two special cases of such complex mappings: simple and weaker mappings. We combine the rules expressing problem-solution feature interactions with rules modeling the more simple relationships between solution-space features only. The latter can be seen as semantic constraints to which any solution for the configuration problem should adhere.

**Complex mappings** In our approach, complex mappings are modeled as problem-solution feature interactions. Section 3.2 already presented an example of an interaction between two solution-space features which only occurred depending on a problem-space feature. Another example of a complex mapping is illustrated by the problem-solution feature interaction and its DLV equivalent below. The details of this equivalence already have been presented in Section 4.3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kdd(activate before finish)} & : \text{char(ordered)} \\
\text{kdd(additional message ordering support)} & : \text{char(ordered)} \\
\text{kdd(additional_message_ordering_support)} & : -
\text{kdd(activate_before_finish)},
\text{not -char(ordered)}. \\
\end{align*}
\]

This mapping expresses that if we know that activate before finish is an applicable customization strategy and if we can assume char(ordered), additional message ordering support also will get selected as an applicable customization strategy.

**Simple mappings** We model simple, binary one-to-one mappings in which a problem-space feature directly can be mapped to a solution-space feature as a default rule with its justification being true. E.g. the default rule

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{req(robustness)} & : \text{true} \\
\text{kdd(finish before activate)} &
\end{align*}
\]

is implemented in DLV as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kdd(finish before activate)} & :- 
\text{req(robustness)}. \\
\end{align*}
\]

The rule expresses that the robustness QoS requirement requires the finish before activate customization strategy.

**Weaker mappings** The last category of configuration rules involves weaker mappings. The idea of a weaker mapping is that we map problem-space into solution-space features giving priority to knowledge inferred via one of the other categories. For example,
\[ \text{req}(\text{small}) : \text{kdd}(\text{activate before finish}) \]
\[ \text{kdd}(\text{activate before finish}) \]

says that if only a small service disruption is tolerated, we conclude \( \text{kdd}(\text{activate before finish}) \) if we can assume it. On the contrary, if the rest of our configuration knowledge leads to the deduction of \( -\text{kdd}(\text{activate before finish}) \), this rule never will fire. Otherwise, we further can optimize the generic adaptation protocol according to the activate before finish customization strategy. The DLV version of the default rule implementing this weaker mapping is shown below.

\[
\text{kdd}(\text{activate before finish}) : - \\
\text{req}(\text{small}), \\
\text{not } -\text{kdd}(\text{activate before finish}).
\]

5.4 Generating the most optimal configuration

After describing the feature models for the application-specific requirements and characteristics and the different customization strategies respectively, we listed some example configuration rules. A semi-complete overview of all relevant configuration knowledge in DyReS and concrete example adaptation protocols already have been described elsewhere (in [42] and [51] respectively).

Experiments show that we are able to calculate the most optimal configuration of solution-space features, i.e. the most optimal set of customization strategies, for a given requirements specification. Our DLV implementation consists of 34 rules prescribing how the customization strategies are related to one another on the one hand and 39 rules enabling 28 mappings between problem-space and solution-space features on the other hand.

For example, suppose that we start from all the facts that have been described in Section 5.1. In other words, DLV has \( \text{req}(\text{robustness}), \text{req}(\text{small}), \text{char}(\text{persistent}) \) etc. as part of the background theory. \( W \) also includes the axioms implementing the solution-space feature model, e.g. as illustrated in Section 5.2. Remember that \( D \) contained the problem-solution feature interactions. DLV’s first answer to one of our experiments was the following correct configuration of solution-space features (and thus a valid element of the extension set \( E \)).

\[
1 \{ \text{kdd}(\text{customization strategies}), \text{kdd}(\text{adaptation type}), \text{kdd}(\text{order fin act}), \text{kdd}(\text{finishing or not}) \\
2 \text{kdd}(\text{activation or not}), \text{kdd}(\text{state synchronization}) \\
3 \text{kdd}(\text{finish before activate}), -\text{kdd}(\text{activat e before finish}), -\text{kdd}(\text{invocation marking}), -\text{kdd} \\
4 \text{ordered message ordering support}), \text{kdd}(\text{replace ment}), \text{kdd}(\text{finishing}), \text{kdd}(\text{activation}), \text{kdd}(\text{state transfer}), \text{kdd}(\text{distributed}), \text{kdd}(\text{interrupt}), \\
5 \text{kdd}(\text{impose safe state}), \text{kdd}(\text{coordinated}), \text{kdd}(\text{in vocation queuing}), \text{kdd}(\text{monitoring}) \}
\]

The simple mapping in rule (8) results in \( \text{kdd}(\text{finish before activate}) \) being selected (cfr. line 4). Consequently, the complex mapping expressed in default rule (4), selects \( \text{kdd}(\text{state synchronization}) \) (cfr. line 3) as another solution-space feature. Note that, although \( \text{req}(\text{small}) \) is true, the weaker mapping expressed in rule (9) can not be applied under these circumstances since it is no longer consistent to assume \( \text{kdd}(\text{activate before finish}) \). We make abstraction of the other predicates but it should be clear that the set of all the predicates in the depicted DLV answer denotes a complete and correct instantiation of the solution-space feature model.

5.5 Discussion

We finally discuss some of our experiences with applying the proposed approach to the domain of distributed runtime adaptation.

First of all, combining simple and weaker mappings provides us with a way of prioritizing between configuration rules: conclusion \( X \) of a rule implementing a simple mapping can turn a rule representing a weaker mapping (with the negation of that same conclusion \( X \)) unapplicable. E.g., rule (9) no longer can be applied in our case study if rule (8) fires. However, if we have two simple mappings or two weaker mappings with contradicting conclusions, it currently is impossible to have one take precedence over the other. DLV’s built in support for taking care of priorities normally can help us to accommodate this issue.

Secondly, the result of applying the configuration knowledge can result in multiple answers in the answer set for a particular configuration problem. Typically, the less is known from the requirements specification, the more configurations of solution-features are possible. Currently, our approach does not support a way to evaluate these different solutions and select one\(^1\). However, all generated solutions are valid and optimal w.r.t. the initial configuration problem.

On the other hand, it is also possible that DLV cannot generate any solutions. If there are no answers at all, we still are unclear about how to proceed. We could for instance try to find the minimal set of application-specific characteristics and requirements that can be omitted so we can find a correct configuration of solution-space features.

Finally, there are some limitations of rule-based systems in general, such as problems concerning knowledge acquisition, consistency checking, modularity and maintenance [19]. Obviously, the severeness of these problems largely depends on the scale of the domain in which one tries to solve a particular configuration problem.

In future work, we plan to integrate our approach with description logics (DL) [17], e.g. using OWL [40]. DL techniques typically support consistency checking and offer modularity mechanisms.

6. Related work

As stated in Section 2, we take the approach of Metzger et al. [32] distinguishing between product-line (problem space) variability and software (solution space) variability models as the starting point of our work. They connect both kinds of models by means of generic cross links named \( x \)-links. Models and \( x \)-links are formally represented so that consistency between both models can be checked as a satisfiability problem, similar to existing feature model analysis approaches [8]. As such, this work focuses on the automation of crucial consistency checks during SPL configuration; therefore, both approaches are complementary. We believe that \( x \)-links and our concept of problem-solution feature interactions are quite similar in nature. However, by using default logic we have generalized our concept into generic configuration rules that are able to deal with incomplete requirement specifications. The latter is a key issue in the application-specific configuration of dynamic adaptation support systems and middleware in general. In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the relation to other approaches that focus on automating the application configuration phase starting from feature models. Thereafter, we position our work in a more broadly space of related work.

Automated configuration In Beuche’s pure::variants approach [11], component implementations are annotated with formulae in propositional logic to indicate for which combinations of features these components are suited best. A Prolog-based constraint solver is used to automatically deduce the optimal set of components.

\(^1\) Architecture evaluation tools such as SonarJ [3], Lattix [2] or alike might be useful in this regard.
given a feature model instantiation. Similarly, Czarnecki et al. [14] directly annotate model templates with feature presence conditions based on which the model template can be automatically instantiated given a feature model instantiation. In comparison to our approach, these approaches do not represent configuration knowledge in a separate modeling artefact. Our approach separates problem and solution space and relates both through explicit problem-solution feature interactions. As a result, we focus on reasoning over the key design decisions in the solution space without being restricted to a certain software development paradigm (instead of enforcing any architectural style or modeling template beforehand).

To our knowledge, two other approaches represent configuration knowledge in a separate artefact. First, Van der Storm et al. [53] map problem-space feature models to software artefacts in a separate modeling step. In particular, n-to-1 mappings (expressed in propositional logic) are supported in order to select software artefacts when certain combinations of problem features are selected. Our approach tackles the opposite problem, namely the inclusion of combinations of solution features depending on a selection of specific problem-space features. Secondly, Tun et al. [52] have recently extended the approach of Metzger et al. [32] by integrating it with the Jackson-Zave framework for requirements engineering. Based on this conceptual basis, Tun et al. define a general procedure for deriving an optimal software configuration given a requirements specification. Although x-links in Metzger’s approach are in principle generic n-to-n mappings, Tun et al. only give simple examples of one-to-one mappings. A strong point of Tun’s approach is that its derivation process can take into account quantitative constraints. The major difference between our approach and the above two approaches is that by expressing the mappings in default logic, our approach can deal with incomplete requirements specifications.

As we use the DLV answer set solver, our approach is also strongly related to software configuration approaches that are inspired by artificial intelligence (AI) research on physical product line engineering and model-driven development. Recently, several researchers are interested in simplifying the mapping between problem and solution space in order to alleviate the feature traceability problem by means of exploring ideas like feature-oriented programming [37], feature-oriented software development [25], aspect-oriented programming [29] and multi-dimensional separation of concerns [49]. Various SPLE approaches support the (meta-)modeling and traceability of variability across the different phases of SPLE [9, 50, 6, 45, 36]. These approaches give guidance on bridging the gap between high-level requirements and detailed design through providing essential documentation, design, and assessment practices. These approaches form thus a sensible starting point for applying the above automated software configuration approaches. Design spaces [9] guide the application developer at stating requirements, preventing incomplete or inconsistent requirements. Finally, an existing model driven development approach for product lines [54] combines model weaving and model transformation in order to support powerful transformations from problem to solution space while taking into account functional and non-functional requirements. Functional and non-functional requirements are modeled as separate feature models that are mapped to problem-space and solution-space models respectively. This mapping is performed either using a negative variability approach (similar to [14]) or by a positive variability approach (which performs aspect weaving [27] on the model level [22]). Orthogonal to this, model-to-model transformations are leveraged for automatically obtaining solution-space models from problem-space models. The approach is powerful and targets the full SPLE process while our approach only targets the application configuration phase. Possibly our approach can be used to deal with interactions between functional and non-functional feature models in their approach, but it is not clear whether there is a case for such interactions in this model-driven SPLE approach.

7. Conclusion

Mapping problem-space features into solution-space features is a fundamental configuration problem in software product-line engineering. In this paper, we have proposed an approach to model complex configuration rules based on the concept of problem-solution feature interactions. These are interactions between solution-space features that only arise in specific problem contexts. The approach allows us to generate the most optimal configuration of solution-space features, given a requirements specification and a set of configuration rules. We have proposed to use default logic to model complex mappings between problem-space and solution-space features. We also have discussed the use of the DLV answer set solver to support our approach by expressing a particular configuration problem as a logic program whose answer set corresponds to the optimal combinations of solution-space features. The advantages of the approach are twofold. First, we can express complex mappings that involve multiple features that cross the problem and solution domain. Secondly, incomplete requirements specifications do not keep us from generating optimal configurations of solution-space features. We have motivated and illustrated our approach with a case study from the field of managing dynamic adaptations in distributed applications.
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